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The Bad Lands

FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

Ed. Note. The following letter was written by Frank Lloyd
Wright, a world famous architect, to Robert D. Lusk, editor of
The Evening Huronite oí Huron. South Dakota. Wriglit wrote
this letter after seeing the Bad Lands and the Black Hills for the
first time in 1935. His imaginative response to what he saw
stands with our best traditional literature on travel and
topographic description. This letter is reprinted by permission
from the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation from Frederick
Gutheim, ed., Frank Lloyd Wright on Architecture (New York'
Grosset & Dunlap. 1941).
Dear Bob: I have been laid up for 3 days but am fit once
more. You are a good soldier and I too hope I can come out to
see you all again. I am writing a note to "Spitz" thanking him.
Publicity might be such a worthy power in a place like the
U.S.A. if it were in the hands of worthy men; well. like you. of
course. Or anything else? But think of Hearst et al. !
Speaking of our trip to the Big Bad Lands, Black Hills, and
Spearfish Canyon: I've been about the world a lot and pretty
much over our own country; but 1 was totally unprepared for
that revolution called the Dakota Bad Lands. From Mitchell,
Paui Bellamy was driving a fair seventy over the brown Dakota
prairie to reach the Bad Lands before sunset. About four,
afternoon, something came into view that made me sit up
straight and look at Bellamy to see if he saw what I saw. "Oh,"
said he, "you've seen nothing yet." But I had. What I saw gave
me an indescribable sense of mysterious otherwhere-a distant
architecture, ethereal, touched, only touched with a sense of
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Scenes of various geological
formations in the Bad Lands.
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Egyptian, Mayan drift and silhouette. As we came closer a
templed realm definitely stood ambient in air before my
astonished "scene," loving but scene-jaded gaze. The streamline
working on a vast plateau of solid cream white clay, something
like "calichi," had sculptured this famihar world into one
unfamiliar but entrancing.
Endless trabeations surmounted by or rising into pyramid
(obelisk) and temple, ethereal in color and exquisitely chiseled
in endless detail, they began to reach to infinity spreading into
the sky on every side; an endless supernatural world more
spiritual than earth but created out of it. As we rode, or seemed
to be floating upon a splendid winding road that seemed to
understand it all and just where to go, we rose and fell between
its delicate parallels of rose and cream and sublime shapes, chalk
white, fretted against a blue sky with high floating clouds; the
sky itself seemed only there to cleanse and light the vast
harmonious building scheme.
Of course I am an architect and that ride through the land
of pure line and evanescent color affected me strangely. Here
was the element, architecture, cut of the body of the ground
itself, beggaring human imagination, prostrating the simplicities
of man before the great cosmic simplicity. Reverence, yes, awe.
Deep satisfaction, harmoniouslike great music drifted over the
senses until a new sacred realm was bom of light, delicate color
and ever changing but immaculate form wherein not even the
senses could touch bottom, top, nor sides of its vast repose.
Here, for once, came complete release from materiality.
Communion with what man often calls "God" is inevitable in
this place. It is everywhere around him and when the man
emerges to the brown plateau and looks back, as 1 did, the sun
now setting, a pale moon rising in darkening rose and blue sky
as rays of last light drifted over, linking drifting water lines of
dark rose in pallid creamy walls, gently playing with the sky
line, with mingled obelisks, terraces, and temples more beautiful
than thought, eternal, who knows, a strange sense of inner
experience will come to him of a crisis in his perception of what
he has termed beauty. He will leave that place a more humble,
seeking soul than when he went in to this pure appeal to his
spirit. He will know baptism in its higher than sectarian sense.
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Let sculptors come to the Bad Lands. Let painters come.
But first of all the true architect should come. He who could
interpret tills vast gift of nature in terms of human habitation so
that Americans on their own continent might glimpse a new and
higher civilization certainly, and touch it and feel as they lived
in it and deserved to call it their own. Yes, I say the aspects of
the Dakota Bad Lands have more spiritual quality to impart to
the mind of America than anything else in it made by man's
God.
I turned to Bellamy and finally said, "But how is it that I've
heard so little of this miracle and we. toward the Atlantic, have
heard so much of the Grand Canyon when this is even more
miraculous?"
"Oh," said he slyly, "we are not on the through line to the
coast."
"Never mind," 1 said, "all the better eventually." And we
drove on to the famous Black Hills which the fame of Borglum's
work had already brought to my attention.
Next day, Bellamy again at the wheel, from fine httle Rapid
City, well set in low hills (what could not that town do for itself
if it knew how to live accordingly), several of us drove up
another finely laid-out road that seemed to know what the
region was all about, through scenery I had often heard of as
beautiful. But a more tlesh and blood kind of beauty. The
beauty that appeals surely to a human being because he is
human and brother to the tree and respects individualistic rock
formations. Here they are great but not too great. All has the
charm of human scale which many great Western scenes lack,
and invites the wanderer to enter into the spirit of it all and
rest. No home for man the Rocky Mountains; no, nor perhaps
the Bad Lands, yet; but an ideal home; these Black Hills. Do not
think from this that the Hills are unexciting. They are exciting
but they srir a different region of the soul; we call it the heart
probably. There are stone needles, stone spires, stone piles and
stone blades, artificial lakes, tall beautiful pines, wooded gorges,
more free standing and sculptured rock masses in nature's own'
style than one has ever seen before grouped in one area. So it
seems fitting that some hand of man should brush aside the
realistic veil of a stained weathered rock and let the mind of
man himself envision his own greatness and his fate alongside
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the titanic handiwork of nature. Human nature, let us hope
eventually nature's higher nature, found its hand for this in
Gutzon Borglum's masterhand and the face of the great leader
of his country. The noble countenance emerges from Rushmore
as though the spirit of the mountain had heard a human prayer
and itself became a human countenance. The countenance
haunts you as you ride rises; winds and falls with you as freight
through depths of pine woods; huge rocks standing about you,
themselves statues of a more elemental thought than Gutzon
Borglum's: the cosmic urge.
We passed by a quiet land-locked lake (Stockade Lake) that
seems to be there with a man-made white sand shore to invite
you to get out and stay and rest and drink in the breath of the
pines as the breezes print themselves on the surface of the
placid water. This Black Hills country has charm, inviting you
to get out and go about or stay about. It is a hngering kind of
human satisfaction for the soul, hungry of a tired body, the
recreation of any jaded mind compelled to live by the abacus,
money.
You may think all this the feeling of the moment, a mood,
and because I was in good company. But no! I am an old soldier
of the spirit, a veteran in time, place, and man. I could not be
mistaken. Go and see.
We wound on upward to Sylvan Lake, a gem spot in the
Hills where South Dakota plans to entertain her guests. It may
be that South Dakota sees a body of water so seldom that her
citizens overvalue it for the lake is artificial and small, but what
a setting! Here a sweeping mountain resort, with the lake as a
vignette seen below, could be a masterful thing of the kind,
woven in with the great rich rock and tree foreground, framing
the vistas of this spot; another and a higher kind of nature
understanding well and loving the earth from which it springs,
loving it too much to imitate it.
Hamey Peak loomed to one side. Turning from the little
rock-defended, rock-bound lake your gaze travels away along
blue ridges ornamented by great rock piles to distant blue
mountain tops, as far away as the human eye can go beneath
the clouds. Round about you, rugged strengths, forest depths,
primeval earth at best; well, an architect is speaking.
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Pigtail bridge on Iron Mountain Road in the Black Hills was built
entirely by hand of native Black Hills materials. Visible in the
right center background is the famous Mount Rushmore.
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Needles and spires in the distance just to the east of Sylvan Lake.
A typical Black Hills mountain meadow or park.
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Hamey Peak near Sylvan Lake
has an elevation of 8.000 feet.

There was a hotel there once but nature disposed of it in her
inscrutable way, for cause. It was ugly.
Notwithstanding the expenditure of riches, so far, there
were wonders left for tomorrow. And "Spitz," as I felt like
calling him by now, came with Ted Lusk's car to drive me to
Spearfish Canyon. I felt a httle dull toward Spearfish. I had seen
two marvels unique in the scenery of the world. I felt headed in
for an anticlimax and said so. The boys said, no. These South
Dakota boys by now had me where I believed that they knew
their stuff. They couldn't have built those superb roads in the
Bad Lands and Black Hills if they didn't know. So I patiently
waited and visited with "Spitz" as we rode away. We stopped at
Homestake, of which everyone has heard, and saw how a
primitive gold mining operation has been tumed over to the
power of the machine and remains primitive just the same. The
resources of machinery couldn't change the original steps or
even the original way of mining except to cut down the
manpower involved. By afternoon we got in by Spearfish, a
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mountain torrent beginning a canyon 26 miles long. Not very
interesting at first, I had seen so many; the Western States are
full of them as everyone knows. The road here is haphazard as
hazard was and is none too good. "Spitz" drove well,
fortunately. And the stream itself was something but after a
half-hour things began to happen. We would be headed straight
for gigantic white walls trabeated in ledges from which pines
sprouted and grew in precisely the manner of the pictorial
dreams of the great Chinese painters, the greatest painters who
ever lived. We were in the land of the Sung and Ming masters.
Whoever knows their idealizations of nature in the Chinese
landscape painting of those great periods, and they were mostly
landscapes, can see the character of the Spearfish ensemble.
Great horizontal rock walls abruptly rising above torrential
streams, their stratified surfaces decorated (it is the word) with
red pine stems carving stratified branches in horizontal textures
over the cream white walls, multiplied red pine trunks and the
black green masses of the pine rhythmically repeating pattern,
climbing, climbing until the sky disappeared or was a narrow
rift of blue as the clear water poured over pebbles or pooled
under the heavy masses of green at the foot of the grand rock
walls. Well, here was something again different. As different as
could be from Bad Lands or Black Hills or anything I had
actually seen, a stately exposition of what decorated walls on
enormous scale can do and be. The Chinese predicted and
depicted it. This continued for miles and miles without palling
or growing in the least stale. We drove out, finally, and turned
away from Spearfish town to get back, two architects drunk
with primal scene painting, to Gutzon Borglum's little dinner. A
third type of earthly marvel was now added to the two. All
unique and unparalleled elsewhere in our country.
But now came an unexpected experience. That drive from
the Canyon "Spearfish" to Rapid City. Does anyone who
knows California and Arizona know that in the softly modeled
brown surfaces of South Dakota binding these three wonders
together is a terrain greater in charm than any to be found in
either? A sweep of modeling and a tender color (it is early
September) and a variety of aspect matchless anywhere?
No, I shall be burned for a heretic when I make the
statement. But I should be thanked as a prophet and hailed as a
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Spearfish Canyon
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discoverer by that jaded public who have "seen everything" and
stick to the "through lines." The greatest scenic wonders of the
world I know now are touched on grand safe highways but not
on railroads. My hat is off to South Dakota's treasures and the
men who made them.
We got back in time for a whisky; no soda, thank you; and
Gutzon's little dinner where some Rapid City folk were
gathered together to welcome a stranger. He, Gutzon Borglum,
of course, is master in more than one medium. The way he
handled his dinner, the guests (among them Congressman Harry
Gandy), and handled me too, was a masterpiece. Ask anybody
there. Gutzon broke down. I hke him for it, and anyway, I like
those South Dakota folk; I want to see them all again sometime
if I can.
Go to South Dakota, but drive there. It is so near to us all
and yet I never knew, nor had ever heard much about its
southwestern treasure house until Gutzon Borglum went out
there to work and Senator Norbeck invited me to see it.
I hope the noble inheritance, for that is what it is, won't be
exploited too much and spoiled as lesser beauty spots in our
country have been spoiled and will not continue to be marred
by the nature imitator with his "rustic" effects, piled boulders,
peeled logs, and imitation of camp style primitive gabled
buildings. Nature seeds from man not imitation but
interpretation. It is quite another story, as you may learn.
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